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M900 EasyDip™ Slide Staining System
Made of acetal
Finally a user-friendly approach for staining your microscope slides, the EasyDip™ Slide Staining System has two components: 
a square staining jar and a 12-position vertical slide rack. As an extra benefi t, they are available in 5 different colors to help better 
identifying contents or applications.
The staining jar being made of resistant acetal plastic will not break like most glass jars do. It will resist to most staining agents 
including alcohol and xylene (but not phenol, iodine or ferric chloride). The wide stable base offers greater stability while the 
inside is recessed, allowing for a smaller reagent volume of only 80 ml. Easy to clean and no metals to corrode. Ideal for special 
stains, frozen sections and special processes.
Dimensions: 64 x 76 x 92 mm H (21/2 x 3 x 35/8 in. H)

M905-12DGY EasyDip™ Slide Staining Rack
Made of acetal
The EasyDip™ Slide Staining Rack will hold up to 12 microscope slides with dimensions such as 75 x 25 mm (3 x 1 in.) and even 
76 x 26 mm and with a thickness of 1.0 and 1.2 mm. The slides fi t into individual slots for free passage and rapid drainage of 
staining fl uids. Available in dark gray only.
Dimensions: 60 x 64 x 97 mm H (21/4 x 21/4 x 33/4 in. H)

M906-12AS EasyDip™ Slide Staining Kit
This kit includes one anodized aluminum rack along with six assorted color jars (two white ones) and one M905-12DGY Slide 
Staining Rack. Also available without staining jars and staining rack (see M906)
Dimensions: 425 x 102 x 38 mm H (163/4 x 4 x 11/2 in. H)

M700-50 SlideFile™ Jr. 
Storage System
Base made of high impact polystyrene
Cover made of polystyrene
The Junior model can hold up to 200 slides per unit in just 860 cm3

(53 cu. in.) and is stackable for space effi cient storage. Each 
SlideFile™ Jr. includes a slide box and a removable tray. A tinted 
hinged cover makes the contents of the box easy to see at a 
glance. The base is available in fi ve different colors to help slide 
classifi cation and to minimize the possibility of sample mix-up.
Will resist temperatures between -80 °C and +80 °C. 
Not autoclavable. 
Dimensions: 82 x 140 x 86 mm H (31/4 x 5 1/2 x 33/8 in. H)

M700-100 SlideFile™

Storage System
Base made of high impact polystyrene
Cover made of polystyrene
Each SlideFile™ Storage System includes a slide box and a 
removable tray. A tinted hinged cover makes the contents of the 
box easy to see at a glance. The base is available in fi ve different 
colors to help in slide classifi cation and to minimize the possibility 
of sample mix-up.
The key to the SlideFile™ Jr. is a removable tray inside the storage 
box having fi fty individual numbered slots. All slides are stored 
upright for easier insertion and removal. Simply tilt them forward 
and backward with one fi nger to easily and rapidly pick up the 
slide you need. A unique feature with this system is to be able to 
read barcodes without having to remove the slides from the box.
For space saving purposes, you can double the amount of slides 
simply by storing two slides per slot.
Will resist temperatures between -80 °C and +80 °C. 
Not autoclavable. 
Dimensions: 82 x 245 x 86 mm H (31/4 x 95/8 x 33/8 in. H) 
For maximum storage space, simply remove the tray and line 
up 400 slides in 3 rows for long term storage.
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Jar made of Polypropylene
Closure made of High Density Polyethylene
At last a tamper evident multi purpose container for mailing, 
staining or storing microscope slides. Constructed of extra-strong 
and clear polypropylene, it will hold up to 4 standard 3 x 1 in. 
or 75 x 25 mm slides vertically. Inside channels are slotted to 
keep slides safely separated. Perfect also for slide conveyors 
and specimen slide transport between the doctor’s offi ce and 
the lab.
It incorporates a unique tamper evident leakproof screw cap 
ensuring your peace of mind during transport or storage 
situations where someone might have manipulated your slides 
without your prior knowledge. Can also be used without the 
tamperproof locking mechanism. For color coding purposes, use 
a Capinsert™ (see T345 Series).
The container is designed for maximum stability on a bench top 
while having an internal volume of only 12 ml.
Dimensions: 35 x 87 mm H (13/8 in. x 3 7/16 in. H)

M950 LockMailer™ Microscope Slide Jar

Cat. # Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
M700-50B M700-100B Blue 10
M700-50G M700-100G Green 10
M700-50P M700-100P Pink 10
M700-50W M700-100W White 10
M700-50Y M700-100Y Yellow 10

Cat. # Color Qty/Pk Qty/Cs
M950-4MA Magenta 100 500

Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
M900-12B Blue 6
M900-12G Green 6
M900-12P Pink 6
M900-12W White 6
M900-12Y Yellow 6
M900-12AS Assorgted* 1 Kit

Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
M906-12DGY Dark Grey 6

Cat. # Description Qty/Cs
M906-12AS EasyDip Kit 1
M906 Aluminium Holder only 1

M906

M100-100B

M100-50G

M906-12DGY

M900-12G
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M625 Board Base (for use with M620)
Made of high impact polystyrene
To make dissecting more confortable, this heavy-duty base is used to elevate the 
DissecTable™ Board to the right height. The bases are stackable and will not move 
sideways during the dissecting work. The base will also retain excess fl uid if necessary.
Dimensions: 481 mm x 656 mm x 91 mm (19 1/4 x 261/4 x 3 5/8 in H)

Cat. # Dimensions Qty/Cs
M625 DissecTable™ Board Base 1

M472 Histocoder™

Color Coding Inserts for Easy Identifi cation of Histology Blocks
Made of polypropylene
These inserts offer an instant color-coded identifi cation of any paraffi n block. Simply embed the HistoCoder™ disk in the cooling 
paraffi n and you have immediately created an I.D. The black insert (M472-2D) allows you to scan the Data Matrix 2D barcode. The 
writable surface on the color inserts offers an extra level of identifi cation.
Inserts available in 10 different colors and in black with a 2D barcode.

M477-6 Paraffi n Block Mailer 6 compartments
Made of PVC
At last, a transport container made especially for paraffi n blocks. 
Sturdy and easy to use, the Simport® mailer is transparent for easy 
viewing of contents. It can be used for handling and shipping up to 
6 blocks as needed, while having to keep only one model of block 
mailer in inventory. 
The attached cover is easy to close but very secure when closed. 
Suitable for all regular models of tissue and biopsy cassettes.

M495-6 
Modular Storage Drawer
Made of high impact polystyrene
This drawer provides permanent storage & identifi cation of up to 
165 embedding rings or 250 cassettes per drawer. It is stackable 
to any convenient height, thanks to interlocking ridges on 
top and bottom. Made of high impact resistant plastic.

Identifi cation labels included.

M630 DispoCut™ Disposable Dissecting Board
Made of polyproplene
The DispoCut™ Disposable Dissecting Board is strong yet inexpensive enough to throw away. It is especially developed to provide 
a clean, safer and more effi cient way of handling infectious tissue specimens for the pathologist. It can be used on both sides, a 
great money saving feature. Printed with helpful imperial and metric dimensional scales in inches, centimeters and millimeters. 
Available in three sizes to accommodate small biopsies to large gross anatomy procedures.
DispoCut™ is extrusion made using a copolymer resin in order to increase impact and temperature performance. Copolymer resins 
are also used because they retain the ability to be fl exed an unlimited number of times without breaking. Chemically, DispoCut™ is 
inert. At regular temperatures most oils, solvents and water have no effect, allowing it to perform under adverse conditions or as 
a product component exposed to harsh chemicals.
Each surface has many conveniently located rulers including seven dimensional circles from 4 to 16 mm in diameter and fi ve larger 
ones from 2 to 6 cm in diameter. Surface will not dull knifes. Perfect for use with dissecting pins. All sizes of DispoCut™ Disposable 
Dissecting Boards are ideal for pathology labs, medical schools, classroom dissections, forensic labs, medical research labs, 
pharmaceutical labs, surgery and more.
Temperature performance range: -27 °C to 71 °C (17 °F to 160 °F).
Sterilization: DispoCut™ may be wiped down with alcohol with no effect on the material (light rubbing). Autoclavable, at 121 °C for 
30 mins. There are some extreme settings which will be damaging and we suggest a trial to determine performance in 
your equipment.

M620 DissecTable™ Dissecting Board
Made of high-density polyethylene
A new and unique approach makes this dissecting board more convenient than any other found on the market today. It is no longer 
necessary to buy different sizes as this board offers a large surface on one side and two smaller ones on the other side.
Made of heavy-duty stain resistant thick polyethylene, it will last for years to come without changing shape, bending or swelling. Will 
not dull fi ne surgical blades. In order to contain fl uids, a drain groove is carved all around the edge of the DissecTable™.
On one side, you will fi nd a large cutting area including dimensional scales in inches and centimeters, along with a 60 x 80 mm grid 
made of 48 x 10 mm squares. Six dimensional circles are also printed from 1/8 to 5/8 in. and 4 to 14 mm in diameter.
Flip it over and the other side offers two cutting boards half the size with the same dimensional features printed on each one of them.
All corners have rubber feet giving more stability to the working surface.

Dimensions: M620 – 575 mm x 400 mm x 12.5 mm (23 x 16 x 1/2 in H)
M618 – 330,2 mm x 279,4 mm x 12.5 mm (13 x 11 x 1/2 in H)

M630-2

M618

M620
2D barcode

M630-1
M630-3

Cat. # Color Qty/Pk
M472B Blue 500
M472GY Gray 500
M472G Green 500
M472L Lilac 500
M472O Orange 500
M472P Pink 500
M472R Red 500
M472V Violet 500
M472W White 500
M472Y Yellow 500
M472AS Assorted 500
M4722D 2D barcode 500

Cat. # Dimensions Qty/Cs
M477-6 134 mm x 141 mm x 29 mm H 50
 (51/4 x 5 5/8 x 11/8 in. H)

Cat. # Dimensions Qty/Cs
M495-6 40.5 cm x 23 cm x 5.1 cm H 6
 (15 7/8 x 9 1/8 x 2 1/8 in. H)

Cat. # Description Qty/Cs
M620 DissecTable™ 1
M618 DissecTable™ Jr 1

Cat. # Description Qty/Pk Qty/Cs
M630-1 152 x 203 mm (6 x 8 in.) 12 96
M630-2 229 x 305 mm (9 x 12 in.) 12 48
M630-3 305 x 483 mm (12 x 19 in.) 12 24

M970-D12P
Prostate Biopsy Container
GENERAL PURPOSE MULTIPLE BIOPSY CONTAINERS
Made of polystyrene
Few recommendations concerning how the biopsies should 
be handled have been published. Performing a large 
number of biopsies means an increase in the number of 
containers handled and consequently a technical overload of 
the transmission network which occurs without any fi nancial 
counterpart, plus a very high risk of errors in rewriting 
information’s on each container. A new approach had to be 
developed in order to increase productivity. 
Simport® is proud to offer a multi-compartment container in 
the shape of a dish and half-profi led with 10% Neutral Buffered 
Formalin, for holding and transporting prostate biopsies. 
Twelve labeled compartments: L Base, R Base, L Lateral Base, 
R Lateral Base, L Lateral Medial, L  Medial, R Medial, 
R Lateral Medial, L Lateral Apex, L Apex, R Apex, R Lateral 
Apex. Leakproof seal, thanks to o-ring lid, allows for safe and 
easy transport of the specimens from collection to analysis. 
An area for patient information is provided.

Cat. # For Compartments Prefi lled Qty/Pk Qty/Cs

M970-D12P Prostate 12 YES 1 10
M971-D12P Prostate 12 NO 1 10

95 kPa
T E S T E D
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M625 Board Base (for use with M620)
Made of high impact polystyrene
To make dissecting more confortable, this heavy-duty base is used to elevate the 
DissecTable™ Board to the right height. The bases are stackable and will not move 
sideways during the dissecting work. The base will also retain excess fl uid if necessary.
Dimensions: 481 mm x 656 mm x 91 mm (19 1/4 x 261/4 x 3 5/8 in H)

Cat. # Dimensions Qty/Cs
M625 DissecTable™ Board Base 1

M472 Histocoder™

Color Coding Inserts for Easy Identifi cation of Histology Blocks
Made of polypropylene
These inserts offer an instant color-coded identifi cation of any paraffi n block. Simply embed the HistoCoder™ disk in the cooling 
paraffi n and you have immediately created an I.D. The black insert (M472-2D) allows you to scan the Data Matrix 2D barcode. The 
writable surface on the color inserts offers an extra level of identifi cation.
Inserts available in 10 different colors and in black with a 2D barcode.

M477-6 Paraffi n Block Mailer 6 compartments
Made of PVC
At last, a transport container made especially for paraffi n blocks. 
Sturdy and easy to use, the Simport® mailer is transparent for easy 
viewing of contents. It can be used for handling and shipping up to 
6 blocks as needed, while having to keep only one model of block 
mailer in inventory. 
The attached cover is easy to close but very secure when closed. 
Suitable for all regular models of tissue and biopsy cassettes.

M495-6 
Modular Storage Drawer
Made of high impact polystyrene
This drawer provides permanent storage & identifi cation of up to 
165 embedding rings or 250 cassettes per drawer. It is stackable 
to any convenient height, thanks to interlocking ridges on 
top and bottom. Made of high impact resistant plastic.

Identifi cation labels included.

M630 DispoCut™ Disposable Dissecting Board
Made of polyproplene
The DispoCut™ Disposable Dissecting Board is strong yet inexpensive enough to throw away. It is especially developed to provide 
a clean, safer and more effi cient way of handling infectious tissue specimens for the pathologist. It can be used on both sides, a 
great money saving feature. Printed with helpful imperial and metric dimensional scales in inches, centimeters and millimeters. 
Available in three sizes to accommodate small biopsies to large gross anatomy procedures.
DispoCut™ is extrusion made using a copolymer resin in order to increase impact and temperature performance. Copolymer resins 
are also used because they retain the ability to be fl exed an unlimited number of times without breaking. Chemically, DispoCut™ is 
inert. At regular temperatures most oils, solvents and water have no effect, allowing it to perform under adverse conditions or as 
a product component exposed to harsh chemicals.
Each surface has many conveniently located rulers including seven dimensional circles from 4 to 16 mm in diameter and fi ve larger 
ones from 2 to 6 cm in diameter. Surface will not dull knifes. Perfect for use with dissecting pins. All sizes of DispoCut™ Disposable 
Dissecting Boards are ideal for pathology labs, medical schools, classroom dissections, forensic labs, medical research labs, 
pharmaceutical labs, surgery and more.
Temperature performance range: -27 °C to 71 °C (17 °F to 160 °F).
Sterilization: DispoCut™ may be wiped down with alcohol with no effect on the material (light rubbing). Autoclavable, at 121 °C for 
30 mins. There are some extreme settings which will be damaging and we suggest a trial to determine performance in 
your equipment.

M620 DissecTable™ Dissecting Board
Made of high-density polyethylene
A new and unique approach makes this dissecting board more convenient than any other found on the market today. It is no longer 
necessary to buy different sizes as this board offers a large surface on one side and two smaller ones on the other side.
Made of heavy-duty stain resistant thick polyethylene, it will last for years to come without changing shape, bending or swelling. Will 
not dull fi ne surgical blades. In order to contain fl uids, a drain groove is carved all around the edge of the DissecTable™.
On one side, you will fi nd a large cutting area including dimensional scales in inches and centimeters, along with a 60 x 80 mm grid 
made of 48 x 10 mm squares. Six dimensional circles are also printed from 1/8 to 5/8 in. and 4 to 14 mm in diameter.
Flip it over and the other side offers two cutting boards half the size with the same dimensional features printed on each one of them.
All corners have rubber feet giving more stability to the working surface.

Dimensions: M620 – 575 mm x 400 mm x 12.5 mm (23 x 16 x 1/2 in H)
M618 – 330,2 mm x 279,4 mm x 12.5 mm (13 x 11 x 1/2 in H)
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M620
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M472R Red 500
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M472AS Assorted 500
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Cat. # Dimensions Qty/Cs
M477-6 134 mm x 141 mm x 29 mm H 50
 (51/4 x 5 5/8 x 11/8 in. H)

Cat. # Dimensions Qty/Cs
M495-6 40.5 cm x 23 cm x 5.1 cm H 6
 (15 7/8 x 9 1/8 x 2 1/8 in. H)

Cat. # Description Qty/Cs
M620 DissecTable™ 1
M618 DissecTable™ Jr 1

Cat. # Description Qty/Pk Qty/Cs
M630-1 152 x 203 mm (6 x 8 in.) 12 96
M630-2 229 x 305 mm (9 x 12 in.) 12 48
M630-3 305 x 483 mm (12 x 19 in.) 12 24

M970-D12P
Prostate Biopsy Container
GENERAL PURPOSE MULTIPLE BIOPSY CONTAINERS
Made of polystyrene
Few recommendations concerning how the biopsies should 
be handled have been published. Performing a large 
number of biopsies means an increase in the number of 
containers handled and consequently a technical overload of 
the transmission network which occurs without any fi nancial 
counterpart, plus a very high risk of errors in rewriting 
information’s on each container. A new approach had to be 
developed in order to increase productivity. 
Simport® is proud to offer a multi-compartment container in 
the shape of a dish and half-profi led with 10% Neutral Buffered 
Formalin, for holding and transporting prostate biopsies. 
Twelve labeled compartments: L Base, R Base, L Lateral Base, 
R Lateral Base, L Lateral Medial, L  Medial, R Medial, 
R Lateral Medial, L Lateral Apex, L Apex, R Apex, R Lateral 
Apex. Leakproof seal, thanks to o-ring lid, allows for safe and 
easy transport of the specimens from collection to analysis. 
An area for patient information is provided.

Cat. # For Compartments Prefi lled Qty/Pk Qty/Cs

M970-D12P Prostate 12 YES 1 10
M971-D12P Prostate 12 NO 1 10

95 kPa
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M625 Board Base (for use with M620)
Made of high impact polystyrene
To make dissecting more confortable, this heavy-duty base is used to elevate the 
DissecTable™ Board to the right height. The bases are stackable and will not move 
sideways during the dissecting work. The base will also retain excess fl uid if necessary.
Dimensions: 481 mm x 656 mm x 91 mm (19 1/4 x 261/4 x 3 5/8 in H)

Cat. # Dimensions Qty/Cs
M625 DissecTable™ Board Base 1

M472 Histocoder™

Color Coding Inserts for Easy Identifi cation of Histology Blocks
Made of polypropylene
These inserts offer an instant color-coded identifi cation of any paraffi n block. Simply embed the HistoCoder™ disk in the cooling 
paraffi n and you have immediately created an I.D. The black insert (M472-2D) allows you to scan the Data Matrix 2D barcode. The 
writable surface on the color inserts offers an extra level of identifi cation.
Inserts available in 10 different colors and in black with a 2D barcode.

M477-6 Paraffi n Block Mailer 6 compartments
Made of PVC
At last, a transport container made especially for paraffi n blocks. 
Sturdy and easy to use, the Simport® mailer is transparent for easy 
viewing of contents. It can be used for handling and shipping up to 
6 blocks as needed, while having to keep only one model of block 
mailer in inventory. 
The attached cover is easy to close but very secure when closed. 
Suitable for all regular models of tissue and biopsy cassettes.

M495-6 
Modular Storage Drawer
Made of high impact polystyrene
This drawer provides permanent storage & identifi cation of up to 
165 embedding rings or 250 cassettes per drawer. It is stackable 
to any convenient height, thanks to interlocking ridges on 
top and bottom. Made of high impact resistant plastic.

Identifi cation labels included.

M630 DispoCut™ Disposable Dissecting Board
Made of polyproplene
The DispoCut™ Disposable Dissecting Board is strong yet inexpensive enough to throw away. It is especially developed to provide 
a clean, safer and more effi cient way of handling infectious tissue specimens for the pathologist. It can be used on both sides, a 
great money saving feature. Printed with helpful imperial and metric dimensional scales in inches, centimeters and millimeters. 
Available in three sizes to accommodate small biopsies to large gross anatomy procedures.
DispoCut™ is extrusion made using a copolymer resin in order to increase impact and temperature performance. Copolymer resins 
are also used because they retain the ability to be fl exed an unlimited number of times without breaking. Chemically, DispoCut™ is 
inert. At regular temperatures most oils, solvents and water have no effect, allowing it to perform under adverse conditions or as 
a product component exposed to harsh chemicals.
Each surface has many conveniently located rulers including seven dimensional circles from 4 to 16 mm in diameter and fi ve larger 
ones from 2 to 6 cm in diameter. Surface will not dull knifes. Perfect for use with dissecting pins. All sizes of DispoCut™ Disposable 
Dissecting Boards are ideal for pathology labs, medical schools, classroom dissections, forensic labs, medical research labs, 
pharmaceutical labs, surgery and more.
Temperature performance range: -27 °C to 71 °C (17 °F to 160 °F).
Sterilization: DispoCut™ may be wiped down with alcohol with no effect on the material (light rubbing). Autoclavable, at 121 °C for 
30 mins. There are some extreme settings which will be damaging and we suggest a trial to determine performance in 
your equipment.

M620 DissecTable™ Dissecting Board
Made of high-density polyethylene
A new and unique approach makes this dissecting board more convenient than any other found on the market today. It is no longer 
necessary to buy different sizes as this board offers a large surface on one side and two smaller ones on the other side.
Made of heavy-duty stain resistant thick polyethylene, it will last for years to come without changing shape, bending or swelling. Will 
not dull fi ne surgical blades. In order to contain fl uids, a drain groove is carved all around the edge of the DissecTable™.
On one side, you will fi nd a large cutting area including dimensional scales in inches and centimeters, along with a 60 x 80 mm grid 
made of 48 x 10 mm squares. Six dimensional circles are also printed from 1/8 to 5/8 in. and 4 to 14 mm in diameter.
Flip it over and the other side offers two cutting boards half the size with the same dimensional features printed on each one of them.
All corners have rubber feet giving more stability to the working surface.

Dimensions: M620 – 575 mm x 400 mm x 12.5 mm (23 x 16 x 1/2 in H)
M618 – 330,2 mm x 279,4 mm x 12.5 mm (13 x 11 x 1/2 in H)
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M472R Red 500
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M472W White 500
M472Y Yellow 500
M472AS Assorted 500
M4722D 2D barcode 500

Cat. # Dimensions Qty/Cs
M477-6 134 mm x 141 mm x 29 mm H 50
 (51/4 x 5 5/8 x 11/8 in. H)

Cat. # Dimensions Qty/Cs
M495-6 40.5 cm x 23 cm x 5.1 cm H 6
 (15 7/8 x 9 1/8 x 2 1/8 in. H)

Cat. # Description Qty/Cs
M620 DissecTable™ 1
M618 DissecTable™ Jr 1

Cat. # Description Qty/Pk Qty/Cs
M630-1 152 x 203 mm (6 x 8 in.) 12 96
M630-2 229 x 305 mm (9 x 12 in.) 12 48
M630-3 305 x 483 mm (12 x 19 in.) 12 24

M970-D12P
Prostate Biopsy Container
GENERAL PURPOSE MULTIPLE BIOPSY CONTAINERS
Made of polystyrene
Few recommendations concerning how the biopsies should 
be handled have been published. Performing a large 
number of biopsies means an increase in the number of 
containers handled and consequently a technical overload of 
the transmission network which occurs without any fi nancial 
counterpart, plus a very high risk of errors in rewriting 
information’s on each container. A new approach had to be 
developed in order to increase productivity. 
Simport® is proud to offer a multi-compartment container in 
the shape of a dish and half-profi led with 10% Neutral Buffered 
Formalin, for holding and transporting prostate biopsies. 
Twelve labeled compartments: L Base, R Base, L Lateral Base, 
R Lateral Base, L Lateral Medial, L  Medial, R Medial, 
R Lateral Medial, L Lateral Apex, L Apex, R Apex, R Lateral 
Apex. Leakproof seal, thanks to o-ring lid, allows for safe and 
easy transport of the specimens from collection to analysis. 
An area for patient information is provided.

Cat. # For Compartments Prefi lled Qty/Pk Qty/Cs

M970-D12P Prostate 12 YES 1 10
M971-D12P Prostate 12 NO 1 10
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M900 EasyDip™ Slide Staining System
Made of acetal
Finally a user-friendly approach for staining your microscope slides, the EasyDip™ Slide Staining System has two components: 
a square staining jar and a 12-position vertical slide rack. As an extra benefi t, they are available in 5 different colors to help better 
identifying contents or applications.
The staining jar being made of resistant acetal plastic will not break like most glass jars do. It will resist to most staining agents 
including alcohol and xylene (but not phenol, iodine or ferric chloride). The wide stable base offers greater stability while the 
inside is recessed, allowing for a smaller reagent volume of only 80 ml. Easy to clean and no metals to corrode. Ideal for special 
stains, frozen sections and special processes.
Dimensions: 64 x 76 x 92 mm H (21/2 x 3 x 35/8 in. H)

M905-12DGY EasyDip™ Slide Staining Rack
Made of acetal
The EasyDip™ Slide Staining Rack will hold up to 12 microscope slides with dimensions such as 75 x 25 mm (3 x 1 in.) and even 
76 x 26 mm and with a thickness of 1.0 and 1.2 mm. The slides fi t into individual slots for free passage and rapid drainage of 
staining fl uids. Available in dark gray only.
Dimensions: 60 x 64 x 97 mm H (21/4 x 21/4 x 33/4 in. H)

M906-12AS EasyDip™ Slide Staining Kit
This kit includes one anodized aluminum rack along with six assorted color jars (two white ones) and one M905-12DGY Slide 
Staining Rack. Also available without staining jars and staining rack (see M906)
Dimensions: 425 x 102 x 38 mm H (163/4 x 4 x 11/2 in. H)

M700-50 SlideFile™ Jr. 
Storage System
Base made of high impact polystyrene
Cover made of polystyrene
The Junior model can hold up to 200 slides per unit in just 860 cm3

(53 cu. in.) and is stackable for space effi cient storage. Each 
SlideFile™ Jr. includes a slide box and a removable tray. A tinted 
hinged cover makes the contents of the box easy to see at a 
glance. The base is available in fi ve different colors to help slide 
classifi cation and to minimize the possibility of sample mix-up.
Will resist temperatures between -80 °C and +80 °C. 
Not autoclavable. 
Dimensions: 82 x 140 x 86 mm H (31/4 x 5 1/2 x 33/8 in. H)

M700-100 SlideFile™

Storage System
Base made of high impact polystyrene
Cover made of polystyrene
Each SlideFile™ Storage System includes a slide box and a 
removable tray. A tinted hinged cover makes the contents of the 
box easy to see at a glance. The base is available in fi ve different 
colors to help in slide classifi cation and to minimize the possibility 
of sample mix-up.
The key to the SlideFile™ Jr. is a removable tray inside the storage 
box having fi fty individual numbered slots. All slides are stored 
upright for easier insertion and removal. Simply tilt them forward 
and backward with one fi nger to easily and rapidly pick up the 
slide you need. A unique feature with this system is to be able to 
read barcodes without having to remove the slides from the box.
For space saving purposes, you can double the amount of slides 
simply by storing two slides per slot.
Will resist temperatures between -80 °C and +80 °C. 
Not autoclavable. 
Dimensions: 82 x 245 x 86 mm H (31/4 x 95/8 x 33/8 in. H) 
For maximum storage space, simply remove the tray and line 
up 400 slides in 3 rows for long term storage.
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Jar made of Polypropylene
Closure made of High Density Polyethylene
At last a tamper evident multi purpose container for mailing, 
staining or storing microscope slides. Constructed of extra-strong 
and clear polypropylene, it will hold up to 4 standard 3 x 1 in. 
or 75 x 25 mm slides vertically. Inside channels are slotted to 
keep slides safely separated. Perfect also for slide conveyors 
and specimen slide transport between the doctor’s offi ce and 
the lab.
It incorporates a unique tamper evident leakproof screw cap 
ensuring your peace of mind during transport or storage 
situations where someone might have manipulated your slides 
without your prior knowledge. Can also be used without the 
tamperproof locking mechanism. For color coding purposes, use 
a Capinsert™ (see T345 Series).
The container is designed for maximum stability on a bench top 
while having an internal volume of only 12 ml.
Dimensions: 35 x 87 mm H (13/8 in. x 3 7/16 in. H)

M950 LockMailer™ Microscope Slide Jar

Cat. # Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
M700-50B M700-100B Blue 10
M700-50G M700-100G Green 10
M700-50P M700-100P Pink 10
M700-50W M700-100W White 10
M700-50Y M700-100Y Yellow 10

Cat. # Color Qty/Pk Qty/Cs
M950-4MA Magenta 100 500

Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
M900-12B Blue 6
M900-12G Green 6
M900-12P Pink 6
M900-12W White 6
M900-12Y Yellow 6
M900-12AS Assorgted* 1 Kit

Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
M906-12DGY Dark Grey 6

Cat. # Description Qty/Cs
M906-12AS EasyDip Kit 1
M906 Aluminium Holder only 1
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M900-12G
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M900 EasyDip™ Slide Staining System
Made of acetal
Finally a user-friendly approach for staining your microscope slides, the EasyDip™ Slide Staining System has two components: 
a square staining jar and a 12-position vertical slide rack. As an extra benefi t, they are available in 5 different colors to help better 
identifying contents or applications.
The staining jar being made of resistant acetal plastic will not break like most glass jars do. It will resist to most staining agents 
including alcohol and xylene (but not phenol, iodine or ferric chloride). The wide stable base offers greater stability while the 
inside is recessed, allowing for a smaller reagent volume of only 80 ml. Easy to clean and no metals to corrode. Ideal for special 
stains, frozen sections and special processes.
Dimensions: 64 x 76 x 92 mm H (21/2 x 3 x 35/8 in. H)

M905-12DGY EasyDip™ Slide Staining Rack
Made of acetal
The EasyDip™ Slide Staining Rack will hold up to 12 microscope slides with dimensions such as 75 x 25 mm (3 x 1 in.) and even 
76 x 26 mm and with a thickness of 1.0 and 1.2 mm. The slides fi t into individual slots for free passage and rapid drainage of 
staining fl uids. Available in dark gray only.
Dimensions: 60 x 64 x 97 mm H (21/4 x 21/4 x 33/4 in. H)

M906-12AS EasyDip™ Slide Staining Kit
This kit includes one anodized aluminum rack along with six assorted color jars (two white ones) and one M905-12DGY Slide 
Staining Rack. Also available without staining jars and staining rack (see M906)
Dimensions: 425 x 102 x 38 mm H (163/4 x 4 x 11/2 in. H)

M700-50 SlideFile™ Jr. 
Storage System
Base made of high impact polystyrene
Cover made of polystyrene
The Junior model can hold up to 200 slides per unit in just 860 cm3

(53 cu. in.) and is stackable for space effi cient storage. Each 
SlideFile™ Jr. includes a slide box and a removable tray. A tinted 
hinged cover makes the contents of the box easy to see at a 
glance. The base is available in fi ve different colors to help slide 
classifi cation and to minimize the possibility of sample mix-up.
Will resist temperatures between -80 °C and +80 °C. 
Not autoclavable. 
Dimensions: 82 x 140 x 86 mm H (31/4 x 5 1/2 x 33/8 in. H)

M700-100 SlideFile™

Storage System
Base made of high impact polystyrene
Cover made of polystyrene
Each SlideFile™ Storage System includes a slide box and a 
removable tray. A tinted hinged cover makes the contents of the 
box easy to see at a glance. The base is available in fi ve different 
colors to help in slide classifi cation and to minimize the possibility 
of sample mix-up.
The key to the SlideFile™ Jr. is a removable tray inside the storage 
box having fi fty individual numbered slots. All slides are stored 
upright for easier insertion and removal. Simply tilt them forward 
and backward with one fi nger to easily and rapidly pick up the 
slide you need. A unique feature with this system is to be able to 
read barcodes without having to remove the slides from the box.
For space saving purposes, you can double the amount of slides 
simply by storing two slides per slot.
Will resist temperatures between -80 °C and +80 °C. 
Not autoclavable. 
Dimensions: 82 x 245 x 86 mm H (31/4 x 95/8 x 33/8 in. H) 
For maximum storage space, simply remove the tray and line 
up 400 slides in 3 rows for long term storage.
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Jar made of Polypropylene
Closure made of High Density Polyethylene
At last a tamper evident multi purpose container for mailing, 
staining or storing microscope slides. Constructed of extra-strong 
and clear polypropylene, it will hold up to 4 standard 3 x 1 in. 
or 75 x 25 mm slides vertically. Inside channels are slotted to 
keep slides safely separated. Perfect also for slide conveyors 
and specimen slide transport between the doctor’s offi ce and 
the lab.
It incorporates a unique tamper evident leakproof screw cap 
ensuring your peace of mind during transport or storage 
situations where someone might have manipulated your slides 
without your prior knowledge. Can also be used without the 
tamperproof locking mechanism. For color coding purposes, use 
a Capinsert™ (see T345 Series).
The container is designed for maximum stability on a bench top 
while having an internal volume of only 12 ml.
Dimensions: 35 x 87 mm H (13/8 in. x 3 7/16 in. H)

M950 LockMailer™ Microscope Slide Jar

Cat. # Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
M700-50B M700-100B Blue 10
M700-50G M700-100G Green 10
M700-50P M700-100P Pink 10
M700-50W M700-100W White 10
M700-50Y M700-100Y Yellow 10

Cat. # Color Qty/Pk Qty/Cs
M950-4MA Magenta 100 500

Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
M900-12B Blue 6
M900-12G Green 6
M900-12P Pink 6
M900-12W White 6
M900-12Y Yellow 6
M900-12AS Assorgted* 1 Kit

Cat. # Color Qty/Cs
M906-12DGY Dark Grey 6

Cat. # Description Qty/Cs
M906-12AS EasyDip Kit 1
M906 Aluminium Holder only 1
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